RACING THE ARCHIVE: W I L L THE REAL WILLIAM DUBOIS PLEASE STAND UP?
SHANNON ROSE RILEY T he 1938 FederalTheatre Project play Haiti has been repeatedly misattributed to the famous black scholar W. E. B. Du Bois; however, white /\/eivVfar/r77mes journalist William DuBois is the author of the work.i The play's contemporaries were aware that the white DuBois authored the work;2 however, at several points in the last few decades the mistake has been made-and it appears to occur predominantly at the level of the archive. The Library of Congress, the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture at the NewYork Public Library, other prominent archives including the British Library, and several individual scholars have made the misattribution. To be sure, many of the scholars who study the play attribute the work correctly to the white DuBois, but none seem to be aware of the misattribution.3 If they are, they have not documented it or theorized its implications.
My goal here is to prove my claim and in so doing to call attention to the way the misattrib uted play performs "blackness" in the national archive and mediates the production of a phantom body of knowledge that integrates the play intoW. E. B. Du Bois's theories of the atre and of race. I argue that this remarkable misattribution reveals a racialized logic at work in the national archive-one that assumes that the black Du Bois must have authored the play because it narrates the founding revolution of the Black Republic and was staged by a black theatrical unit." This demonstrates that the archive organizes knowledge according to the logic of the national imaginary even as it constitutes part of what is said or imagined about the nation. In this sense, the national archive is a collection of the commonly known, already said, and rehearsed; it offers a kind of restored or surrogate knowledge that medi ates the national imaginary.
Looking at the misattribution in this way facilitates an understanding of the ways that archives are sites for the mediation of race and nation. It reveals racialized meanings, val ues, and ideologies at work in the national imaginary, as well as the propensity within the archive to repeat and reproduce rehearsed national narratives and racial logics.This misat tribution, and my tracing of it, also demonstrates that the archive is not so much a reposi tory of artifacts or secure knowledge as it is lived and performed through acts of collecting and cataloging, as well as racing, erasing, and research. As such, this essay will partly per form my discovery of the misattribution. I will begin with a summary of the play's genealo gy, drawing substantially from historical reviews and interviews to support my claims.
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A Brief History of Haiti
In 1917 or 1918-just a couple of years into the lengthy U.S. occupation of HaitiS-a young white boy from Florida wrote a play called Ha/f/.s The play, set in 1802, tells the story of the final turning point in the twelve-year-long Haitian revolution-Napoleon has sent more troops to reclaim the former colony of St. Domingue from rebelling black slaves and disen franchised mulattos but is soon to be defeated. The original script, now lost, took up the theme of "the tragic demise of the French" rather than black independence.' Nonetheless, in an article written around the time of the play's production, the playwright notes that numerous white Broadway producers rejected the original script, and it was not until 1938 that the Harlem Negro Unit of the FederalTheatre Project (FTP) first staged it.s As the story goes, black director Maurice Clark revised DuBois's script-particularly the final scene where black and mulatto Haitians defeat Bonaparte's army.s The revision was necessary in order to shift the theme from the tragic loss of the French colony to "the underlying dramat ic story of the struggle for racial identity and self-determination for black Haiti."io According to Clark, the white DuBois was "a real southern Cracker/'" and the original script had been "about miscegenation, which excited him terribly."i2 Clark describes how DuBois had agreed to the proposed revisions on the single condition that no black and white hands touch on stage during the production.i3 Despite this request, a "half-white, half-Negro cast" took their first bows holding hands before a wildly enthusiastic, "half-white, half-Negro Flanagan's comments already mark the play's blackness in the national imaginary and may partly set the stage for the racialized misattribution that is to follow in the archive. To be sure, the historical reviews make it clear that the work presented a powerful image of rev olutionary blackness to black and white audience members alike in the context of 1930s
Harlem and the U.S. occupation of Haiti.
Staging the Scene of Misattribution
While conducting research on the play, I found several inconsistencies in the Library of 
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Nation-State
It is impossible to determine the source of these various misattributions. Were they cited directly from the LOC? Or did each collection reimagine Haiti's blackness in the act of cata loging? Nor do we know when this series of misattributions began. To be fair, the misattri bution has a seductive logic. According to the U.S. racial model, based on one-drop standards,32 it makes some sense that a play about the first black republic staged by black actors would be written by a black author who had theorized a revolutionary black theatrea man who was one of the most important leaders in the early twentieth-century civil rights movement. Given the uncanny similarity of the two names in question, and the propensity in the archive to reproduce the commonly known and already said, confusion may have been inevitable. Nonetheless, we should not dismiss the misattribution too readily. We should not take for granted the kind of racialized or rehearsed logic that permits the error, nor should we dis miss the impacts of this misattribution on the mediation of a racialized national imaginary and the production of black knowledge. At least two of the primary sites of archival misat tribution-the Schomburg and the African American collection at the British Library-claim to be repositories of black knowledge. The misattribution at work in these two archives, when taken together with the growing scholarship on the play Haiti by W. E. B. Du Bois-a play that does not exist-constitutes a significant body of knowledge that is partly the prod uct of a racialized fantasy and binary racial logics. The introduction to the French translation, for example, locates the play within W. E. B.' s theory of black theatre, and two recent disser tations reinscribe the misattribution, framing the play in somewhat similar terms.33
Certainly, proof of the misattribution poses significant questions about the scholarship on the play that is invoked in the name of W. E. B. Du Bois: a phantom body of knowledge that mediates a particularly racialized national imaginary.
Let me be clear that my point is not to find fault with any individual scholar or archive. Nor is it necessarily to suggest that the play is any less a work of black cultural production or any less a part of black knowledge because a white man wrote it. The misattribution is not so much the fault of individual scholars as it is an example of a racialized imaginary at work in the archive, and this is an important distinction to make, having very different conse quences. If the misattribution is only the result of poor scholarship, we miss the opportuni ty to examine the workings of race in the archive. More importantly, the ease with which this misattribution is repeatedly made, and made anew, prescribes a reading of the play that erases any trace of the complexity of the collaborative project between the black director and the white playwright. To articulate the play as a kind of purely black text prevents us from having the more complicated, even frustrating conversation about the complexity of racial dynamics actually at work in the script, on stage, in the audience at the live perform ances, and in U.S. culture in the 1930s.The misattribution erases the racial and ideological complexities of the text-from its white, allegedly antimiscegenist origins, through its black re-vision, to the radicality of its racially mixed theatrical productions in 1930s Harlem in the larger context of the U.S. military occupation of Haiti.
What is most significant is the usefulness of the realization that the play's contemporaries knew the author's identity, and that the power of national race narrative has reduced the racial complexity of the play's genealogy over time by means of archival strategies. The racially mixed genealogy-the collaboration between the white antimiscegenist playwright and the black director, the mixed cast, and so on-complicates discrete notions of racial identification in ways that have far-reaching effects, the least of which includes dilemmas over how to historicize the play itself. Is it a work of "black drama" if it is written by a white playwright, performed by a mixed cast of actors, and staged by a black director for a mixed, if predominantly black, audience? How does the play's mixed genealogy affect how we con tinue to think of the body of knowledge called "black drama"? Perhaps more importantly, in the containment achieved by the rigid black/white binary, we lose an understanding of racial performances-on stage and in everyday life-that do not fit easily into U.S. racial cate gories. Derrida argues that "there is no political power without control of the archive, if not memory,"3'' and to the extent that the LOC is a national archive that mediates part of the national imaginary, the Du Bois misattribution erases the complexities of the interracial FTP production from U.S. memory.35
It is not possible to correct this misattribution-and perhaps not desirable. Andrea L. Foster argues for the importance of leaving the archive record intact and clearly documenting any statements of retraction or correction. Foster is speaking specifically about the problem of the erasure of electronic documents from the Elsevier Science online archive after they came under scrutiny, but the same should apply to the archive in general.^^The LOC, the Schomburg, the British Library, and so on, should not simply erase the misattribution from
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their catalogs, but should amend the citation with documented statements of correction so that the misattribution itself becomes part of the history of the play, the archive, and the national imaginary.
Nonetheless, even with documented amendments, the contingent nature of the archive and its tendency to classify according to restored knowledge suggests that W. E. B. Du Bois will continue to haunt Haiti, and vice versa.The misattribution embeds in the archive and threat ens to appear again, whether based on the citation of previous misattributions or on the racialized logic that permits the error in the first place, in a process of repetition and misci tation that I refer to as the performativity of race in the archive. Further, should the archive be amended, the Du Bois misattribution will persist in copies of the already published 
